
ZODIAC MOVIE REVIEW ESSAY

From the late s to early s and beyond, Zodiac Killer hysteria and hits bottom once the Zodiac's letters stop arriving at his
paper.

It's probably one of my top three favorite David Fincher movies. He can get anyone at any time. Long after the
investigation has cooled, his obsession remains, eventually driving his wife Chloe Sevigny to move herself
and their children in with her mom. Maybe there's no sense to be made of this unwieldy, unlovely, downbeat
story. Gyllenhaal is Robert Graysmith, the paper's geeky and little-loved cartoonist whose amateur enthusiasm
for the case becomes an obsession. The design and costumes are spot on, conjuring that most implausible of
eras in a manner simultaneously precise and dreamlike. I want to make the last serial killer movie. A
meticulous reexamination of the real-life Zodiac killings that plagued the Bay Area in the late s and s, the film
is "CSI" as re-imagined by Samuel Beckett, a law enforcement and media procedural in which the procedure
itself, rather than its outcome, is the purpose. And the beautiful thing is that David Fincher loves to remind
you that you're watching a romancitized version of the most unromantic police case you'll ever come across.
The smoky, atmospheric quality of his films echo their content. Zodiac is very different from Fincher's other
serial-killer film Seven. The killer begins writing letters to the San Francisco Chronicle, full of coded clues
and threats. Irritated by the movie's implicit rebuke of his work, Toschi leaves the theater early. It continues
through a string of at least 5 brutal killings, but there may have been 13, or even as many as  All the while, the
growing list of 2, suspects is gradually interviewed by detectives, many of them cleared by a handwriting
expert, Sherwood Morrill Phillip Baker Hall. In real life, though many were scared by the Zodiac and his
threats on school buses and children, others scoffed at the ludicrous puzzles and empty warnings. Early in the
movie there are two gruesome, would-be double murders. That he makes every character a distinct individual
is proof of that; consider the attention given to Graysmith's choice of mixed drink. Pursuing the case today
becomes an exercise in practicing unquenchable thirst, even for the most accomplished true-crime aficionados.
It is a more satisfying conclusion than Dirty Harry shooting Zodiac dead, say, in a football stadium. It rebels
against simplistic narrative structures such as these, which we crave in our free time. But this film will not be a
bloodbath. More footsteps. There is how people perceive murder and how brutal and senseless is actually is.
Through it all, they never achieve unequivocal proof and the case is never categorically closed. But only a
newspaper cartoonist was stubborn enough, and tunneled away long enough, to piece together a convincing
case against a man who was perhaps guilty. Nevertheless, Graysmith and Toschi believe Allen is the killer.
The first cipher stumped an alphabet soup of law enforcement agencies, including the C. None more so than
Zodiac. The figure begins to leave, then comes back to put another two bullets into each of them. But Zodiac
is atypical in that its purpose is not to create suspense, but through the gradual discovery of clues, to reproduce
the obsession that lingers for Graysmith, Toschi, and many others involved in the original investigations, to
this day. The movie is actually the story of Graysmith's Jake Gyllenhaal involvement and growing obsession
with the hooded serial killer who terrified young lovers and recklessly taunted the police in open letters in late
sixties, early seventies California. The film begins, strikingly, on the Fourth of July with fireworks gently
exploding in the sky through a wide shot of San Francisco. I now accept it as a slight masterpiece, not just as a
rousing procedural, but as a perceptive parable of life in the information age and the post-modern search for
truth. The film never added up, but repeat Blu-ray viewings have, also like the case, jostled free new insights
that give the film clarity and meaning. Just as Woodward and Bernstein knocked on many doors and made
many phone calls and met many very odd people, so do the cops and Graysmith walk down strange pathways
in their investigation. The opening minutes have a heightened bliss usually only felt as a memory, particularly
through a tracking shot where the camera is mounted inside a car facing out the side window. In failing to nail
him, the wearied cops and newspapermen are like critics who have not delivered a definitive appreciation of
his genius. And it certainly isn't boring, despite a mammoth two-and-a-half hour running time. Fincher is not
the first director you would associate with this material. Or maybe not. He may have been a man named
Arthur Leigh Allen. Later, we find cop Toschi at a special screening of Dirty Harry, a film loosely based on
the hunt for the Zodiac killer in it, the psycho, "Scorpio," really does abduct the schoolkids and a harbinger of
the nation's shifting mood on crime.


